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The Funders’ Committee for Civic Participation (FCCP) is an innovative and thought-
provoking network that shares an underlying conviction that all people deserve a voice in 
our democratic process. We serve leaders in the philanthropic community working to 
further this vision with heightened attention to issues of equity and historically 
disenfranchised and underrepresented communities. Our members support non-partisan 
efforts to engage voters, eliminate structural barriers to voting, advance reforms to 
improve government and electoral systems, and inspire public involvement in civic life.
 
FCCP provides funders with a community in which to build connections, a stage for 
showcasing innovations, a forum for strategic dialogue and collaboration, and a resource 
for civic participation research and tools. We work to build a more effective network of 
grantmakers who are passionate about realizing our collective vision of a vibrant and 
inclusive democracy for all.

About Us

FCCP has a particular focus on ensuring that traditionally marginalized communities have 
equal access to participation and decision-making in the democratic process. We value 
fairness and equal opportunity. We are inclusive and respect every member’s voice. FCCP 
models transparency and encourages a diversity of opinions. We base our work on sound 
research and encourage experimentation to prove impact.

Vision

Mission
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Over the last few years, FCCP has been grappling with how to become a high-impact 
network that makes every dollar count in a time of dire threat to our democracy. In 2017, a 
multi-year strategic planning process and internal growth and reorganization came 
together and resulted in an unprecedented period of success for the organization. Some 
of the our proudest accomplishments included:
 

Recruiting a record breaking 19 new members to our network
Growing our leadership in the philanthropic sector to have a stronger voice in the 
field
Coordinating our largest and most successful convening to date
Developing and presenting our new Theory of Impact to the network
Strengthening of the equity, inclusion, and long-term lenses to our programming, 
including our diverse suite of virtual programming with increased attendance 
Further built out our Funders’ Census Initiative and Money In Politics working groups to 
give our members a space to strategize around these important topics

Most notably, after three years of evolving to better become what the field needs in this 
moment, our Advisory Board/Staff came together to make our Theory of Impact explicit 
and deliberate in our work. With feedback from all our members, we established a 
framework for how we can each build lasting power in our communities. This framework 
helped us launch some of our most innovative programs to date, allowing us to map out 
our network's state funding and develop the State Funding Circles and Power Impact 
Team to provide a deeper level of programming and better help the sector further its work. 
 
To all our partners, members, and friends, thank you for all that you do and your support! 
We hope you will continue building this movement with us throughout 2018.
 
Best,
 
 
Eric Marshall

Letter From our ED 2

Dear Colleagues, 
 
What a year it has been for our movement! While we saw assaults 
on the most fundamental rights in our democracy, we have also 
seen rising passion and engagement across a diversity of people, 
new funders in the space, and funding strategies that have 
energized people throughout the nation and highlighted the power 
of the vote. Our network is helping to create sustainable change in 
this nation and 2018 will be a crucial year to continue this progress.



2017, FCCP drew on the experience and collective wisdom of its membership to bolster and 
evolve the framework. This theory is the second iteration and incorporates extensive 
feedback provided at our 2017 convening via focus groups and one-on-one conversations 
with members. Out of this participatory process came a defined Theory of Impact along 
four levels:
 

1. Change in the world: FCCP works to transform our democracy into one that is 
representative and well-functioning, where all people are inspired to participate.

2. Strong Organizations + Networks: The non-partisan organizations fighting for power, 
equitable democracy, and focused on the following primary fields: Leverage 
Integrated Voter Engagement (IVE), Advance structural reforms, and Strengthen and 
protect democratic institutions

3. Funders: Grantmakers primarily provide and organize robust and sustained resources 
to structural and IVE groups to advance their missions.

4. FCCP: FCCP cultivates a network that attracts resources to the field and makes 
investments more strategic. The organization’s programming builds learning, analysis, 
relationships, strategy, and peer support.

Theory of Impact 3

In February 2017, FCCP staff and Advisory 
Board came together to dig into a critical 
question, how can FCCP be what the field 
needs in this moment? This prompt, which 
continued a common thread through 
previous strategic planning retreats, 
centers on how it can continue to provide 
high-quality educational content and 
outreach, but move to a more impact-
oriented network. Throughout 2017, the 
organization took multiple steps to 
become a more modern, professional, 
and high impact affinity group which will 
better enable it to achieve its long-term 
goals in subsequent years.
 
FCCP has worked from an implied theory 
for many years, but in 2017, the 
organization made it explicit and 
transparent. Throughout the first half of 



FCCP navigates a complicated path as an affinity group with a large and diverse 
membership, and a need to service grantmakers with various experience levels of civic 
engagement funding. As FCCP works to create real, meaningful impact and support the 
sector’s advancement, it is constantly exploring ways to balance the need to deliver its 
core educational programming to funders new to the field with going deeper on critical 
issues of importance to its more long-standing and engaged members. The Theory of 
Impact provides a framework for FCCP programming, outreach, partnerships and 
staffing decisions to help the organization tackle these tough questions. 
 
From this theory, FCCP focuses on programming that meets four specific goals:
 

Drives resources to power-building, participation, and democracy group - 
Bringing issue funders into the fold, by showing the importance of democratic 
systems, organizing, and voting in moving the needle on any issue.
Builds relationships that lead to coordination and collaboration - We believe that 
funders realize more impact when they collaborate in service of shared goals, so 
FCCP creates the conditions for coordination through the management of small 
working groups and other networking spaces.
Provides a dynamic learning community to inform funding strategy - FCCP 
provides a spectrum of programming from education to strategy development. 
Our members lead and shepherd most programming, allowing funders to draw 
from the collective wisdom of a growing and diverse network.
Strengthens grantmaking practice - Rather than focusing solely on understanding 
the work of organizations and the state of the field (content expertise), FCCP hosts 
programming and dialogue on grantmaking strategies that can most effectively 
impact those fields (grantmaking practice). In this programming, FCCP frames our 
work through lenses of equity, innovation, and long-term infrastructure. 

We have organized this annual report around these four specific goals and have 
categorized all our projects and initiatives under a specific goal that it mostly meets. All 
of FCCP’s programs, initiatives, and resources are implemented and designed with 
several of these goals in mind but this categorization helps emphasize the impact of 
each goal. For more information on our Theory of Impact, you can visit our website here.

Theory of Impact 4

https://funderscommittee.org/toi/


Driving resources to power-
building, participation, and 
democracy groups
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FCCP drives more funding to the civic engagement and 
democracy space by helping to bring new funders into the sector 
and supporting the onboarding of new program staff.  Especially in 
the last year, grantmakers who have prioritized other issue areas 
are showing increased interest or are getting involved with civic 
engagement and voting rights funding. Through our thought 
leadership, Civic Engagement Matters trainings, and partnership 
growth, FCCP reached more people in 2017 than ever before.

10 Election Series 
Co-Sponsors

70 Average 
Attendees for Virtual 

Discussions

19 New Members

OUTREACH

FCCP's Reach
This year was one of expansion for FCCP with new partnerships 
and collaborations, broadening our audience to engage around 
core power-building, participation, and democracy issues. With 
complex and urgent threats emerging from the new 
administration, FCCP partnered with more regional associations 
of grantmakers and sister affinity groups than ever before to 
update funders on recent developments in the democracy 
sphere and demonstrate the importance of supporting strategic 
civic engagement to new funder audiences through several in-
person and online trainings. 
 
These partnerships helped us deliver more of our Civic 
Engagement Matters workshops to larger audiences of funders 
and broadened the funders engaging with our virtual discussions 
by almost 50% over the previous year. For our Election Series 
Discussions, we entered 2017 with six co-sponsoring affinity 
groups and finished the year with ten - the most cosponsors 
we’ve ever had! 

4 CEM Trainings

17+ Presentations at 
Convenings

https://funderscommittee.org/resource/
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FCCP's Reach (Cont)

Even outside of our Election Series, FCCP delivered more than 85% of all our webinars 
with a co-sponsoring affinity group to increase the reach of our virtual programming 
beyond our membership base. With FCCP gaining exposure in new circles and 
geographic regions, we also increased our membership base by a record-number 19 
funders.
 
As our new partners’ networks gain understanding of the landscape of civic 
engagement work, FCCP is well-positioned to provide thought leadership in to help 
drive resources to power-building, participation, and democracy groups.

We would like to thank these partners for all their help in planning and advertising our 
2017 Election Series:

 



Driving resources to power-
building, participation, and 
democracy groups
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Civic Engagement Matters Trainings
Social justice. Education. Healthy communities. 
The environment.
 
Regardless of the issue that moves  grantmakers, 
funding nonpartisan civic engagement offers a 
powerful approach to winning change that can 
help advance a foundation’s individual mission. 
Grantee strategies that integrate year-round 
voter engagement with community-organizing 
activities help build a strong base of support that

can strengthen their ability to hold decision-makers accountable, impact public policy, and 
build long-term power among the communities they serve.
 
This three-hour, interactive, in-person workshop helps funders assess their institution’s 
readiness to begin funding civic engagement and address any potential barriers. FCCP 
delivered the Civic Engagement Matters workshop four times to more than 100 participants 
throughout 2017. In many cases, we continued to work with participants after delivering the 
workshop to help introduce them to the field. Thank you to all of our partners that have 
invited us to present this workshop to their membership:
 

United Philanthropy Forum’s Annual Foundations on the Hill Advocacy Days - April 2017 - 
More than 20 funders attended
Grantmakers in Health’s 2017 Conference - June 2017 - Over 40 health funders attended
Houston Endowment’s introduction to their local civic engagement initiative - August 
2017 - 15 Houston-based foundations attended
Kresge Foundation hosted the workshop for their program staff

FCCP also uploaded and continues to host the CEM toolkit on our website so funders can 
always access workshop’s materials and resources, learn where we are hosting our next in-
person workshop, and request a training at their next event. 

 

https://funderscommittee.org/civic-engagement-matters-workshop-toolkit/


Driving resources to power-
building, participation, and 
democracy groups
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Thought Leadership Presentations and panels 
we organized include:In order to reach the most amount of 

funders, FCCP has been committed to 
communicating the importance of civic 
engagement at every opportunity by 
being a thought-leader in the space. As 
our internal capacity and external 
partnerships grew, our staff started 
presenting at more convenings and were 
quoted in more publications than ever 
before.
 
Throughout 2017, FCCP staff attended more 
than 30 conferences, summits, and 
convenings throughout the nation to 
discuss the importance of civic 
engagement and other democracy issues 
with a wide array of funders. FCCP staff 
also presented at more than 17 of these 
conferences on a wide variety of issues, 
including the Census, Racial Equity, 
Integrated Voter Engagement, and other 
issue that intersect with Democracy. 
 
Outside of in-person presentations, 2017 
was the most visible year for FCCP in 
media articles. Asked to comment on 
different matters related to philanthropy 
and civic engagement, FCCP has been 
quoted on four different articles on 
national media. 

Organizing 360: Building Capacity 
and Power (plenary), Eric Marshall 
moderated -- Ballot Initiative 
Strategy Center’s Road Ahead 
Conference, February 1-3, 2017
Interview with Senator Tammy 
Baldwin, Alexis Anderson-Reed -- 
America Votes Conference, February 
14-15, 2017  
Session on Immigration and 
Democracy,  Alexis Anderson-Reed -
- Environmental Grantmakers 
Association Legislative Conference, 
February 28-March 1, 2017
Presentation on FCI and Census 
2020, Eric Marshall -- Philanthropy 
Northwest, March 7-9, 2017
Keynote: The Linchpin - Why the 
2020 Census Matters, Alexis 
Anderson-Reed -- Council of New 
Jersey Grantmakers Spring 
Conference for the Social Sector, 
June 13, 2017 
The Insiders Perspective on Key 
Federal and State Policy Issues, 
Presented by Alexis Anderson-Reed, 
FCCP and Corrine Yu, Senior Counsel 
and Managing Policy Director, 
Leadership Conference on Civil and 
Human Rights  --  United 
Philanthropy Forum Conference,  
July 20, 2017 
 



Driving resources to power-
building, participation, and 
democracy groups
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Thought Leadership (cont)
 Presentations we organized include (cont):

 
New York Times:  Increasing Voter Turnout for 2018 and Beyond (June 13)
Inside Philanthropy: Amid Civic Fears, a Democracy Funders Network Is Going 
Strong  (July 10)
Carnegie Medal of Philanthropy: Protecting the Right to Vote: How Foundations 
are Helping Ensure Americans’ Access to the Voting Booth (August 30)
Inside Philanthropy: Here’s Another Alarmed Foundation That’s Making New 
Grants to Bolster Civic Participation (December 5)

Articles with FCCP quotes:

Building Your Advocacy and Political Power Muscle, Moderated by Kathryn Snyder, 
Tides and the Advocacy Fund. Presented by Keely Monroe, FCCP, Jessica Byrd, 
Movement for Black Lives Electoral Justice Project, Alicia Garza, Black Futures Lab --  
Unity Summit, September 19, 2017  
Are We Woke yet? When Movements & Activism Intersect for Change, Moderated 
by Tyler Nickerson, The Solutions Project. Presented by Alexis Anderson-Reed, FCCP, 
and Keesha Gaskins-Nathan, Rockefeller Brothers Fund -- Unity Summit, September 
10, 2017  
Census 2020: What’s at Stake for New York Funders. Moderated by Alexis Anderson-
Reed, FCCP. Presented by Terri Ann Lowenthal, FCI Consultant, Sol Marie Alfonso 
Jones, Long Island Community Foundation, Melody Lopez, New York Civic 
Engagement Roundtable, Joe Salvo, Population Division at the New York City 
Department of City Planning -- New York State Funders Conference, November 14, 
2017  
Connecting People to their Power: Integrated Civic Engagement Investments that 
Educate Voters, Win Issue Campaigns, and Advance Movements. Moderatorted by 
Shorey Myers, Jenifer Altman Foundation. Speakers: Alexis Anderson-Reed, FCCP, Ana 
Maria Archila, Center for Popular Democracy, and Earl Lui, The California Wellness 
Foundation  --  HEFN Conference, November 16, 2017  
Funding in Texas Panel. Moderated by Eric Marshall, FCCP.  Presented by Elizabeth 
Love, Houston Endowment, Erika Wood, Ford Foundation, and Tory Gavito, Texas 
Future Project -- Take Back the Vote Texas Convening, December 1, 2017

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/13/opinion/increasing-voter-turnout-2018.html?_r=0
https://www.insidephilanthropy.com/home/2017/7/10/we-the-people-how-a-funder-network-pushes-for-civic-engagement
https://www.medalofphilanthropy.org/protecting-right-vote/
https://www.insidephilanthropy.com/home/2017/12/5/heres-another-alarmed-foundation-thats-making-new-grants-to-bolster-civic-participation
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Member Highlight 
Throughout the year, FCCP members approached the organization wanting to 
understand more about funding civic engagement, make connections to other 
funders in the sphere, and seek technical assistance on specific issue areas in the 
civic engagement world. One of these groups was the Houston Endowment, a private 
foundation that works to enhance the vibrancy of greater Houston and advance 
equity of opportunity for the people who live there. 
 
While the Houston Endowment has traditionally funded other issue areas, such as 
access to healthcare or effective education, they were interested in working on civic 
engagement issues as a way to advance their other priorities. With Texas having one 
of the worst voter turnout rates in the nation, ranking 47th out of 51 in the 2016 
November election, it can be difficult to build a strong base of support to hold 
decision-makers accountable and build long-term power.  
 
Throughout 2017, FCCP worked with the Houston Endowment to support their venture 
into this sphere, introducing them to other civic engagement funders in the region, 
hosting a Civic Engagement Matters training for their staff and partners, and 
participating on their planning committee to develop a community-wide common 
agenda for strengthening civic engagement in Houston. While the Houston 
Endowment was already dedicated to supporting this field, we were happy to provide 
assistance along the way and will continue to do so through 2018.

 



Provides a dynamic learning 
community to inform funding 
strategies

While high quality educational and informational programming is core to FCCP’s 
approach, we are increasingly designing space for members to go deeper and 
grapple collectively with the big, hard questions that face our democracy in a 
time of profound cultural, economic and political transition. In building a 
dynamic learning community, FCCP provides a spectrum of programming from 
education to strategy development and serves as a repository of research on 
what works in the areas outlined by our theory of impact.
 
Our members lead and shepherd most programming and resources, allowing 
funders to draw from the collective wisdom of a growing and diverse network. 
We stop short of credentialing what strategy is right , but seek the best answers 
available, asking members to loop staff into definitional conversations and 
research that proves the case. By collecting and mapping various grantmaker 
strategies, FCCP makes them visible to a broader audience, sometimes to  inspire 
coordination or co-learning. FCCP also enrolls field organizations to inform and 
strategize with our network, and communicate trends affecting grantees in the 
democracy and civic engagement sectors. 
 
Most notably, FCCP seeks to create dynamic learning communities through our 
virtual discussions, annual convening, Funders Census Initiative (FCI) 2020 and 
Money in Politics (MiP) working groups, and our online member portal.  
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Section Overview

VIRTUAL BRIEFINGS ANNUAL CONVENING WORKGROUPS
19 Virtual Discussions
50% More Attendees 
Than the Year Before

Most Attended (163)
One of Our Highest rated
58 First Time Attendees

8 Virtual Discussions 
Strategy Sessions at FCCP 
Convening
5 Presentations Organized 
at Other Convenings



Provides a dynamic learning 
community to inform funding 
strategies

After the 2016 Elections, FCCP overhauled our briefings for 2017 to 
respond to the changed political environment and the urgent need 
for our community to be responsive to the growing threats faced 
by vulnerable communities across the country. Following a survey 
to our network, we replaced our planned topics with a series of 
discussions which provided the space for funders to hear from key 
leaders around what Philanthropy can do in the era of Trump and 
to have open conversations among peers around the concerns 
they were facing in their work. 
 
As a result, FCCP’s audience for our discussions expanded by nearly 
50% to an average of 70 attendees and brought in significant new 
partnerships from funder affinity groups interested in engaging 
their networks in civic engagement topics (over 85% of our briefings 
were co-sponsored by another affinity group). Through the year, 
FCCP delivered 19 virtual discussions covering topics ranging from 
resistance strategies, structural reform efforts, emerging threats 
like state preemption efforts, and pushing forward on issues like 
Money in Politics and the Census. FCCP also launched a new 
member-service for our briefings where we share key takeaways, 
resources, and a recording on our website. 
 
With expanded engagement in our programming, FCCP is well-
positioned to center critical civic engagement issues for our 
network and for the broader Philanthropic community in 2018.
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Virtual Discussions

70 Attendees 
on Average

85% Presented 
w/ Cosponsors

Recordings 
Available 
Online for 
Members

19 Virtual 
Discussions

https://funderscommittee.org/resource/?_sfm__year=2011+2018


Provides a dynamic learning 
community to inform funding 
strategies

While most of FCCP’s work covers multiple themes under our Theory of Impact, it is 
likely that our annual convening is the project that most highlights this fact. In 2017, our 
convening was the most successful to date, breaking records for the number of 
attendees and speakers, and for leading real, important conversations around race 
and gender. The organization advanced its goals and witnessed a palatable desire to 
have legally appropriate conversations about c3 and c4 funding streams to open a 
holistic conversation about the civic engagement ecosystem.
 
At final count, 206 people attended the 2017 Convening, including 163 funders and 43 
speakers, a 41% increase in overall attendees over the 2016 Convening. Of those who 
attended, 58 were first timers, a 33% increase over 2016. 
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By the numbers
Record Attendance! New Partners Overall Feedback

163 Funders (41% 
Increase from 2016)

58 First-Time Attendees 
(33% Increase from 2016)

One of the most diverse 
convenings attended

Annual Convening

https://funderscommittee.org/toi/


Provides a dynamic learning 
community to inform funding 
strategies

The 2017 Convening was also one of our highest-rated, with 
attendees giving the gathering overwhelmingly positive ratings. 
Specifically:
 

Ninety percent of attendees said FCCP met its goals to: (1) 
support local power, (2) center intersectionality (3) be forward 
looking and (4) build community.
Individual session evaluations were strong for every session, 
with the Leadership, Strategy, and Organization: How Do 
State-based Organizations Build Power?  plenary on Day two 
and the Women at the Center: Building Power that Ignites 
Activism, Votes + Victory  plenary on Day three as the highest 
rated plenaries of the event
Eighty-five percent of evaluation respondents rated the 
convening’s quality and relevance to their grantmaking as 
excellent  or good

The powerful keynote speech by Georgia State House 
Representative Park Cannon, who ignited the room with her 
call to funders to support the Southeast and fund 
intersectionality, at the Center for Civil and Human Rights.

Of course, while we make sure that our sessions help inform funders’ work, 
we are also sure to emphasize the need to collaborate, build community, 
and strategize together while at the convening. In 2017, we hosted the 
annual New Participant Orientation, drawing 72 attendees, 58 of whom 
were first timers. This structure, with new and returning participants 
engaging in structured networking together, was new for FCCP, but proved 
valuable for both groups. FCCP also reinvigorated the Peer Match program 
and connected 14 philanthropy professionals to develop leaders and 
improve the influence and practice of its members.
 
For a full recap of our 2017 Convening, you can visit our website to see key 
takeaways, full presentations, and additional resources from our different 
sessions.
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Annual Convening (cont)

https://funderscommittee.org/event/fccp-2017-convening/


Provides a dynamic learning 
community to inform funding 
strategies

2017 was an important year for the FCCP working groups, Money in Politics (MiP) and 
Funders Census Initiative (FCI). In August 2017, FCCP hired a full-time staff member to 
manage both of these working groups to better emphasize the development of 
smaller and more in-depth learning communities. With a full-time staffer dedicated to 
managing these working groups in 2017 and beyond, our hope is to expand the working 
groups to include more funders and ensure programming is dynamic and meeting the 
needs of the working group members. 
 
Our MiP working group, co‐chaired by Sarah Knight, Open Society Foundations, and 
Melissa Spatz, Piper Fund, serves as a critical resource hub for funders to understand 
the impact of big money on active civic participation and explore the response 
strategies that advocates advance on the ground. In June 2017, FCCP consultant and 
working group director, Alex Russell , a long-time leader of the working group, stepped 
away from this role. In August 2017, Keely Monroe began to work intensively with the MiP 
working group co-chairs to get a sense of the money in politics space. Despite this 
transition, the MiP working group was able to continue to deliver high quality 
programming, including:
 

Moderated five virtual discussions, averaging 40 participants each
Facilitated a strategy session at the 2017 Convening where 87% of respondents 
rated the quality of speakers at least four out of five and 81% said the content was 
relevant to their work
Facilitated a MiP stakeholder call for working groups members to discuss trends 
and get feedback on meaningful ways to engage them in 2018

15

Working Groups

https://funderscommittee.org/working-group/5/
https://funderscommittee.org/working-group/4/
https://funderscommittee.org/staff-board/keely-monroe/


Provides a dynamic learning 
community to inform funding 
strategies

The Funders Census Initiative is playing an essential role in organizing funders for the 
2020 Census. Led by Marcia Avner, Bauman Foundation, and Alexie Torres, Access 
Strategies Fund, FCI grew quickly in 2017. The working group added a 15 person 
Leadership Team to share their expertise and share feedback on programming and 
resources. In October 2017, Keely and Alexis facilitated a retreat with the FCI co-chairs 
and FCI Leadership Team that led to the creation of census resources like the Funder 
Menu of Options and the Funder Milestones.  With the support of FCCP staff, Census 
Funder Consultant Terri Ann Lowenthal, and partnerships, including our strong 
partnership with the Democracy Funders Collaborative Census Subgroup, this 
dynamic team:
 

Presented on the 2020 Census at five different in-person meetings hosted by a 
diversity of partners including the CHANGE Philanthropy Unity Summit, New York 
Funders Conference, United Philanthropy Forum, Council on New Jersey 
Grantmakers, and Philanthropy Northwest. 
Organized a plenary and strategy session at the 2017 Convening which 
encouraged philanthropy to support the 2020 Census and strategized how to 
achieve their shared goal of a complete and accurate decennial census count.
Delivered three virtual discussions on a variety of topics related to the Census 
with an average of 87 funder participants each

The FCI working group will grow even more rapidly in 2018 to prepare and support 
funders to actively engage in supporting a fair and accurate census in 2020. 
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Working Groups (cont)

FCCP launched a new website to provide additional benefits to our members and 
better meet their needs. When creating this website, FCCP made it as easy as possible 
to find and access our resources, connect with funders with similar interests, and hear 
of upcoming events. In February 2017, FCCP launched this website which features 
organizational resources, upcoming events, and a members-only portal. In this portal, 
individual staff at member institutions can create profile pages; explore a member 
directory organized by funding area, issue focus, and working group members; and 
access exclusive resources. 

Online Member Portal

https://funderscommittee.org/working-group/4/
https://funderscommittee.org/resource/
https://funderscommittee.org/events/
https://funderscommittee.org/portal/


Building relationships that 
lead to coordination and 
collaboration
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Just as we encourage field organizations to operate in an 
interconnected infrastructure, funders realize more impact when 
they collaborate in service of shared goals. While FCCP stops short 
of hosting collaboratives or pooled funds, we help facilitate 
coordination by meeting with our members, both in-person and 
virtually, to strategize around common issue areas and goals in 
specific regions. Through the management of small working 
groups and other networking spaces, including our working groups 
and annual convening, FCCP designs spaces for grantmakers to 
network, collaborate, and find partners and peer support.
 
Outside of our projects already listed in this report, FCCP works to 
build relationships through our State Funding Circles and Power 
Impact Team projects and our in-person meetings, such as one we 
held in San Francisco. 

50% Participation 
in State Funding 

Survey

45 California 
Funders at Event in 

San Fransisco

2-3 State Circles 
Forming in 2018

State Circles
Combining several aspects of FCCP’s new Theory of Impact with 
work developed through the State Infrastructure Funders Table’s 
Aligning for Impact Project and a desire to see more coordinated 
funding in 2018 and beyond, the organization will pilot funder 
circles in key states.  The goal of these communities is to increase 
and streamline resources to power-building and core democracy 
grantees in states by 1) helping FCCP members learn from each 
other’s strategies and coordinate to build state infrastructure 
wisely, and 2) making the case to other funders that a functional 
democracy supported by powerful community voices is 
foundational to all other issue change. 



Building relationships that 
lead to coordination and 
collaboration
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State Circles (cont)
Phase one, which was completed in 2017, collected data from over 50% of FCCP’s 
members as well as aligned funder networks and pooled funds. This strong response to 
the State Funding Survey provides FCCP with a landscape view of our network’s 2018 
state-specific strategic priorities as well as qualitative information on how our network 
is approaching their state-level grantmaking. At the end of the year, FCCP worked with 
a Design Team of FCCP Members to identify the role it can best play in the landscape 
to coordinate state funding efforts. Through these investigative meetings, FCCP 
decided on a short-list of states for additional research + consultation in advance of 
making a final selection of pilot states in 2018.
 
FCCP recognizes that this is a long-term goal with many involved parties and that 
there are many efforts in philanthropy that conduct similar work. FCCP has been in 
discussion with key leaders to identify how this project best aligns with the ongoing 
efforts to ensure this project is a value add to the community and will only manage 
these projects in states that meet this criteria. We'd like to thank all our partners that 
helped lead this process:

Building Power for a Healthy Democracy: 
Lessons for California Grantmakers

In July of 2017, FCCP organized an in-person meeting for California grantmakers to 
strategize how to best move forward in the current political climate. Continuing our 
spirit of collaboration, FCCP invited the Northern California Grantmakers, New Media 
Ventures, Tides, Bay Area Justice Funders Network, The Advocacy Fund, Bay Area 
Democracy Funders, California Donor Table Fund and The James Irvine Foundation to 
co-sponsor the event.

Evan Bacalao, Open Society Foundations 
Daaiyah Bilal-Threats, National Education 
Association 
Nicole Boucher, California Donor Table
Denise Cardinal, WIN Minnesota 

Tory Gavito, Texas Future Fund 
Rebecca Petzel, The Partnership Fund 
Ilona Prucha, Wellspring 
Philanthropic Fund 
Quanita Toffie, Groundswell Fund 
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Building Power for a Healthy Democracy: 
Lessons for California Grantmakers (cont)

Under the backdrop of a fracturing democracy, 45 California funders came together to 
ask themselves tough questions about what they can do in this political moment to 
repair the damage. California is on the cusp of change, with the confluence of 
electoral reforms and a shift in the state’s political leadership, and this session dug into 
critical questions and engaged grantmakers in thoughtful discussion around centering 
equity and incorporating innovative and long-term lenses into their work. Key 
questions included:
 

What are the capacities, strategies and tactics that organizations and networks 
need to foster greater civic participation, create an open and equitable 
democracy, and build true power in marginalized communities?
Who is doing innovative work? What lessons can guide our future efforts?
What do grantmakers need to know and how can they connect?

Speakers included:
 

Aparna Shah, Mobilize the Immigrant Vote 
Kimi Lee, Bay Rising
Lisa Garcia Bedolla, University of California, Berkeley 
Timmy Lu, AAPIs for Civic Empowerment 

This type of collaboration is central to the mission at FCCP and critical to implementing 
effective and long lasting change in the world. While we work year round to facilitate 
and manage this type of collaboration through our programming, FCCP hopes to 
continue these smaller meetings throughout 2018 to help groups of funders think big 
during this critical time. 
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Affinity groups can often focus solely on understanding the work of organizations and 
the state of the field – what we call content expertise – without lifting up the 
grantmaking strategies that can most effectively impact those fields – the craft or 
practice of grantmaking. FCCP hosts programming and dialogue on both content 
and craft using the following lenses:
 

An equity lens ensures our work stays grounded in the moral imperative to 
support and empower marginalized communities.
An innovation lens helps us integrate new ideas and activities in the rapidly 
evolving  world of civic engagement, technology, and structural reforms.
A long-term lens centers strategies that move past boom/bust funding patterns 
and see the value of rooted community infrastructure.

Through this framework, FCCP has launched innovative programs, such as our Power 
Impact Team, and continued important programming, such as our Census Technical 
Assistance and focus on Leadership Development, to continue to improve the 
practice of grantmaking. 

In This Section

Power Impact 
Team

Census 
Technical 

Assistance

Leadership 
Development
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Power Impact Team
Through the development of FCCP’s Theory of Impact, members suggested the 
organization lead a collaborative process to define the terms at the core of FCCP’s 
new theory - change we want to see in the world. The Power Impact Team has 
started bringing together a small group of funders and field leaders to digest cutting-
edge thinking, research, or learning on what it means to build power in the civic 
engagement and democracy sector. Through a set of discussions and research 
review, the group will identify the multiple frameworks through which people define 
power and create actionable recommendations for grantmakers to more effectively 
resource power building. 
 
Throughout 2017, FCCP staff and leadership developed the concept (with a big thank 
you to Ethan Frey at the Ford Foundation). The Power Impact Team officially kicked off 
it’s work in late 2017 and is working towards presenting it’s findings at the 2018 
Convening. 
 
Here are the incredible leaders who make up the Power Impact Team:

Renee Fazzari, Consultant for FCCP
Angela Cheng, JPB Foundation
Arisha Hatch, Color of Change
Art Reyes, We the People Michigan
Burt Lauderdale, Kentuckyians for 
the Commonwealth
Doran Schrantz, ISAIAH Minnesota
Ethan Frey, Ford Foundation

Keesha Gaskins, Rockefeller 
Brothers Fund
Maurice BP-Weeks, Action Center 
on Race and the Economy 
May Boeve, 350.org
Pia Infante, The Whitman Institute
Sara El-Amine, Chan-Zuckerberg 
Initiative
Scott Nielsen, Arabella Advisors 

https://funderscommittee.org/toi/
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Census Technical Assistance
Data from the census drives key decisions made by government, business, nonprofits 
and philanthropy. Although philanthropy cannot and should not supplant the 
government’s responsibility to ensure a fair and accurate census, funder 
engagement in support of the census is more important than ever. In 2010, our 
Funders Census Initiative (FCI) working group played an essential role in engaging 
Philanthropy around this issue, including generating over $34 million in philanthropic 
support nationwide for the census. One key aspect of this support was technical 
assistance to individual funders, which FCI continues to do for funders as the 2020 
Census approaches.  
 
Throughout 2017, FCCP staff provided technical assistance to grantmakers interested 
in learning more about the Census, how they could support this work, and who they 
could collaborate with to make a bigger impact. FCI’s technical assistance ranged 
from presentations at convenings like the New York State Funders Conference to 
one-on-one calls with funders at the national, state, and local level. For example, 
Keely Monroe with Marcia Avner, FCI co-chair, and Bob Tracy, FCI leadership team 
member, spoke with the President of the Fund for New Jersey to help her start 
planning and implementing a robust plan to develop a NJ complete count 
committee and engage in state policy work in 2018. This led to a commitment from 
the foundation’s board to a fair and accurate census in New Jersey. 
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Leadership Development
Beyond strengthening of grantmaking practices through different work groups or 
specific consultation, FCCP sharpened its focus on helping to foster the leadership 
growth of its individual members. FCCP is not just a network of institutions, but also a 
community of dedicated people who express great value in building their 
professional network and skillset. 
 
Throughout 2017, the organization intentionally defined leadership pathways to 
support those individuals, including organizing webinars and convening sessions, 
serving on a convening planning committee (CPC), and taking a role in working 
group leadership. FCCP prioritizes recruiting a diversity of members to take on these 
roles, and views these positions as a springboard for additional leadership roles. 
 
For example, in 2017, Evan Bacalao, Open Society Foundations, ascended from our 
Convening Planning Committee to serve on the Advisory Board. Esperanza Tervalon 
Garrett, Dancing Hearts Consulting, LLC, also joined our Advisory Board after serving 
as a FCI co-chair while at Groundswell Fund. FCCP Member, Alexie Torres-Fleming 
from Access Strategies Fund, was invited to co-chair the FCI working group with 
Marcia Avner from the Bauman Foundation, after Esperanza’s departure. Additionally, 
seven FCCP members were asked to serve on the FCI Leadership Team to support the 
growing work of the working group. These members will be able to dive deep into our 
work on the 2020 census, working with our network to connect with and build useful 
resources for funders entering this work. 
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Access Strategies Fund
AFL-CIO
Agua Fund
Amalgamated Bank
Annie E Casey Foundation
Arabella Advisors
Arca Foundation
Arkay Foundation
Aspen Institute
Aviv Foundation
Bauman Foundation
Brett Family Foundation
Brico Fund
CA Endowment
California Donor Table
California Wellness Foundation
Carnegie Corporation of New York
Dancing Hearts Consulting, LLC
Democracy Alliance
Democracy Fund 
Denise Whinnen
Educational Fund of America
Evelyn and Walter Haas Jr. Fund
Ford Foundation
Foundation for Civic Leadership
Gaia Fund+
General Service Foundation
Georgia Alliance Education Fund
Groundswell Fund
Grove Foundation
Hewlett Foundation
Houston Endowment

Hull Family Foundation
Hyams Foundation
Irving Harris Foundation
James Irvine Foundation
Joyce Foundation
JPB Foundation
Kansas Health Foundation
Kresge Foundation
Leland Fikes Foundation, Inc.
Leonard & Sophie Davis Fund/WhyNot 
Initative
Lisa & Douglas Goldman Fund
MacArthur Foundation
Marguerite Casey Foundation
Mary Reynolds Babcock
Media Democracy Fund 
Mertz Gilmore
Minneapolis Foundation
Minnesota Council on Foundations
Nathan Cummings Foundation
National Education Association
Needmor Fund
NEO Philanthropy 
New Community Fund
New Media Ventures
Northwest Health Foundation 
Open Society Foundations
Ottinger Foundation 
People's Liberty (Carol Ann and 
Ralph V. Haile Foundation)
Proteus Fund
Rappaport Family Foundation

Rockefeller Brothers Fund
Rockefeller Family Fund
San Francisco Foundation
Sapelo Foundation
Silicon Valley Community 
Foundation
Solidago Foundation
Stoneman Family Foundation
Summer Fund II
The Partnership Fund
Thornburg Foundation
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*Members that joined in 2017
are listed in bold
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